CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
One Company, One Call, Countless Solutions.

} The Need
Every construction project needs the right mix of equipment to get the job done.
While many companies can provide equipment, they do so on a rental only basis
or from a roster of equipment. They offer a set price, but you are responsible for
everything from logistics to maintenance. Then, at the end of the project, you
are left with equipment you have to dispose of, causing additional stress and
hardship as you demobilize your project.

} The Solution
With decades of experience in the construction industry, AMECO has developed
a unique solution for equipment needs on capital construction projects. No
matter what type of equipment you need, AMECO has the relationship with
manufacturers to get you what you want, when you want it – no matter where in
the world your project is located.

} Benefits to You

} Delivering Integrated

Mobile Equipment and
Tool Solutions to
Industry Worldwide.

Access to all
equipment types

Our programs are not bound to a particular set of
equipment pieces from which to choose – you are
in charge.

Logistics and risk
management

We can procure, stage, prep, and ship equipment
to remote areas.

Access to
manufacturers and
their facilities

We can facilitate a meeting with the manufacturer
or a tour of their facilities before you make your
equipment decisions.

Manufacturer
support

We rely on our manufacturers to provide after-sale
support and training opportunities to your project
teams. We can even bring representatives to your
project site.

Local content

While we often purchase directly from the
manufacturer, we take delivery locally, helping you
with commitments to your local community.

Innovation and new
technology

Many of our clients and projects have been test
markets for manufacturers for new innovations,
saving you time and money.

Safety

By monitoring recalls and identifying and removing
dangerous equipment, we help you keep your
project safe and your workers productive.

} Equipment Management
With equipment consisting of a significant portion of total installed cost on large
construction projects, logistics and asset management are clearly a critical part of
a project’s overall success. It makes sense to have the capability to manage and
control everything at the project site. To better manage these large-scale projects,
AMECO developed the Systematic Tracking and Reporting (STAR) program, a
proprietary software package, which has been utilized on projects throughout
North America.
STAR is customizable, yet universally applicable, and provides:
• The Configurable Homepage allows customers to determine the areas of
interest that they want represented when they open their systems.
• The Reservations Manager allows customers to search, request, and reserve
equipment electronically, as well as submit requests to AMECO to transfer,
extend, or move currently on-rent equipment and keep an automatic electronic
audit trail.
• The Fuel Tracking module tracks fuel and liquid distribution by mobile operators
through a totally automated system that eliminates manual data entry, relying
on handheld barcode scanners and algorithms to determine total amount based
on beginning and ending meter readings, which can be reported in a variety of
ways.
• Equipment Planning and Forecasting helps customers manage activities and
forecast costs as the project is executed, which assists in better planning for
equipment needs ahead of time avoiding redundancy, building better lead times,
and controlling costs.

} Minimizing Your Cost
} Contact
2106 Anderson Road
Greenville, SC 29611
864.295.7800
contactameco@ameco.com
www.ameco.com

The STAR system also offers fuel consumption reports that can be used to track
the utilization of equipment on project sites. By monitoring the frequency and
timing of fueling, users can quickly track assets by categories to determine if the
site has the right amount of equipment deployed, while also reducing the need for
additional and costly GPS units to monitor the equipment. This allows the project
team and AMECO to determine the right amount of equipment, helping to manage
the total cost of projects.

} Total Solution
• Completely customizable. Because all of the software for this system is owned
and written by AMECO, it is faster and easier to deploy the system in various
combinations depending on the specific customer or project need.
• Track everything. From pre-sale activity through closeout, everything can be
easily monitored and tracked.
• Better manage spend. Budgets are easily exhausted when it is hard to see
where the money is going. Budget code management and alerts allow customers
to track and manage their spend, often better than their own internal systems.
• Save time. Automated systems enable personnel to spend less time shuffling
paper and more time doing what counts – finishing the project on time and under
budget.
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